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Cindy Sherman is an American photographer and filmmaker whose self-portraits offer critiques of gender and identity.
What made Sherman famous is the use of her own body in roles or personas in her work, with her seminal series
Untitled Film Stills (â€“) being particularly.

Sherman successfully evokes one of the oldest, quasi-racist "cheap tricks" in the movie business, the setting up
of a vulnerable female or private school girl note the prototypical uniform of starched white shirt and plaid
skirt being preyed upon by some terrible, evil monster. I am sure there are all kinds of people who look at
Cindy as their god. They all have nearly the same features, too, while Ms. Femaleness is a deviation from the
norm and is demarcated accordingly. The catalog also includes a conversation between Sherman and the
director of the exhibit, Sofia Coppola , in which Sherman admits that she may star in an upcoming film
project. Phoebe Hoban is a New Yorkâ€”based writer who covers art and culture for a variety of publications.
We use our own and third-party cookies to personalize your experience and the promotions you see. It looked
like a stale visual myth that was still in good working order. Maturing in the s in the midst of the American
Womens' Movement, later known as the rise of Feminism, Sherman and her generation learned to see through
mass media cliches and appropriate them in a satirical and ironic manner that made viewers self conscious
about how artificial and highly constructed "female portraiture" could prove on close inspection. Eyes closed,
bare of any artifice but the slightest hint of makeup, Sherman is shown totally unmasked. When you can name
something, you can laugh at it. So why do we still label her as a feminist artist rather than just a female artist,
or even better, an artist? Women who do present themselves similarly to the women in the portraits become
easily vilified as part of the problem. We are all every single one of those women that Cindy created. Cindy
Sherman is one of the few female artists who has achieved household name status with her photography.
Sherman became frustrated with painting while studying visual arts at Buffalo State College. In each portrait,
she is the photographer, hairstylist, makeup artist, wardrobe director, author, and model. Further, this piece
only addresses the societal concerns of a certain type of woman, namely, a domestic, middle-class, white wife
or mother. Alex Prager, who photographs her Los Angelesâ€”based coterie to create tableaux of archetypes
fully attired in makeup, wigs, and retro fashions, is a direct descendant of Sherman. Her work is very
straightforwardly put together, but it is incredibly mysterious and magical. By choosing to represent women
who exemplify this normativity as abject , Sherman effectively denounces any performance of femininity or
womanhood that falls within these bounds. This visualized presentation of normative standards for
womanhood as grotesque could be read as a feminist critique of these standards and the institutions working
behind them. The same sort of shifts happened during the transition from Second to Third Wave, calling into
question so-called feminist art that is trans-exclusionary. This exchangeâ€”in which the artist and the viewer
communicate through clothing and aesthetic tropesâ€”is perfect evidence of how fashion can be a tool of
social communication. It somehow frees them. Sherman used costumes and make-up, including blackface, to
transform her identity for each image, and the cutout characters were lined up along the bus's advertising strip.
She was the trendsetter in terms of distorted characters within self-portraiture. Dorine, played by Carol Kane,
is a stand-in for Sherman. A major publication will accompany the exhibition. What has she herself discovered
through her work? The shots were also largely taken in her own apartment. This is now seen to be a narrow
view of femininity and womanhood, as various women are confronted with differing forms of sexism and
gendered expectations. So much of her work is performance, so much is improvisation, so much is theater. In
a review for The New York Times, art critic Roberta Smith states that the film lacks the artist's usual finesse
and is a retrospective of her work - "a fascinating if lumpish bit of Shermaniana. Sparse lighting centers the
composition and lends an ominous tone to the entire photograph. CR Muse: The Many Faces of Cindy
Sherman The contemporary artist's work proves that fashion is more than just decorationâ€”it's a tool of
communication By Aria Darcella and Benjamin Galopin Sep 11, Pintrest This is CR Muse , a series dedicated
to the remembrance of important artists and idea-makers from our past who have shaped culture as we know it
today. She is, typically, at first suspicious of the metropolitan lights and shadows, only to be eventually
seduced by its undeniable attractions. And it proved to be a sound purchase; Film Stills has been lauded for its
critique of representation in film â€”a conversation that is currently being revisited in popular culture, making
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the series just as relevant now as it was 40 years ago. An overarching characteristic of her heroines were those
that did not follow conventional ideas of marriage and family. One thing that I especially admire about
Sherman is that she truly does it all. The tricky part, it turns out, is waiting for everyone else to catch up. It is
hard enough to do one of those jobs, but Sherman tackles it with ease, giving her a truly unique style that is
recognizable and highly sought after.


